
WHY IBt

Making an informed

decision

“...itʼs the first thing that

goes on in the morning and the last thing

that goes off before I go home.” 

WHAT EDUCATORS SAY

DISCOVERIBT.COM
Designed for everyone

for education



IBT...

IBT offers you combined hardware and software this means that technical 

support for the hardware and the software is always handled promptly by 

a single company.

The heart of our solution

is a British technology brand that is leading the way in manufacturing 

complete touchscreen solutions - superb interactive displays built to last 

and software ideal for education.

For teachers used to traditional whiteboard projector systems, one of the 

benefits you’ll notice first is that you no longer need to spend time 

calibrating, just walk up to the screen and start teaching.

We were also the first manufacturer to offer users transitioning from 

traditional projector systems the ability to use their existing Smart 

.notebook and Promethean files with all the layering and animation intact. 

Engage your students with new technology whilst still using valuable 

existing resources!
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Our interactive displays 
offer premium features 
without the premium price 
tag

DISCOVERIBT.COM
Designed for everyone

MULTI-TOUCH

REASSURING BUILD

Our interactive displays allow 

up to 20 users to collaborate 

together on the touchscreen 

at the same time.

Interact without worry of 

damage. Super tough and 

hard wearing for demanding 

educational environments.  

How tough? At a recent 

demo we had a person 

stand on the screen to show 

just how strong.

SUPER TOUGH

Buy with confidence, our 

commercial grade panels 

have one of the lowest 

failure rates in industry

EASY-TO-USE

Pre-installed Android apps 

get you whiteboarding 

straight away. Super-easy to 

connect your own devices.

Outstanding detail and 

stunning representation of 

your content. No need to 

turn of the lights.

INTEGRATED WINDOWS PC OPTION

Use all the usual day-to-day software.

Opt to integrate a quad core Windows PC directly into your IBT 

interactive display. Benefit from one touch on/off and no 

tangled wires and the most seamless, flexible and compact 

option if you don’t want to connect your own PC or laptop.

WRITING EXPERIENCE

Smooth, natural writing 

experience with our 

innovative tracking feature, 

the writing is precise and 

accurate.

4K DISPLAYS

4K

C



Our easy-to-use 
subscription-free interactive 
whiteboard software

gives you easy access to your              

cloud files

With Hive, access files directly from

Simply drag them onto the digital whiteboarding page then use Hive’s 

embedded tools, pens and mini apps to 

 

interactive classroom resources. 

No need to have the original 

software installed for popular

enhance your files and create 

file types (PowerPoint, Word,

Excel, PDF), Hive does the 

You can also use keywords to search for online resources 

from SMART Exchange and Classflow and simply drag and

drop them onto the Hive page.

conversion for you!

Google Drive

Promethean

Dropbox One Drive

SMART Exchange



                   Open your Smart .notebook and Promethean files with all the 

Software that opens your 
SMART & Promethean 
files in one step...

a seamless transition to modern, 

cutting edge touch technology

                   layering and animations intact! Reassuringly familiar resources 

                   when you need them.

Using Hive also means you don’t have to pay subscription fees for Smart 

or Promethean software. No need to have the original software installed, 

Hive does the conversion for you! You can also use keywords to search for 

online resources from SMART Exchange and Classflow and simply drag and 

drop it onto the Hive page.



We are highly receptive to customer feedback. We’ve worked with a 

number of schools using Hive and Hive: Nexus Collaborate on software 

enhancement features and are very proud of being able to offer a software 

that responds to customer feedback:

Hive was developed to offer 

educators ONE software for digital 

whiteboarding, collaboration, cloud 

integration, assessment delivery 

and more...

ONE software

                Hive

Along with the usual pens, shapes, lines, page colours and tools, use 

powerful mini apps like  for evidencing,  to go screen recorder page replay

over concepts just discussed,  to refer to aims and targets board in board

and  to annotate on absolutely any document. Open the desktop mode

resource bank and choose content from installed libraries or add your own 

content quickly and easily. Handwriting and shape recognition, visualisers, 

maths tools and more, Hive has market leading and comprehensive 

features. Why not ask for a demo.

Exceptional Interactive Whiteboarding Software.
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As simple to use as a pen, a simplified toolbar perfect for anyone who 

wants to make simple notes and drawings. Specially suited to younger 

children who can walk up to the interactive display and get started straight 

away, no orientation required. Pens, shapes, brushes, desktop annotation 

and resource bank all included!

                  You can also send and receive files from participants -  

                  Hive: Nexus Response

                  Hive: Nexus Collaborate

                  removing the need for using separate email services during a 

                  collaboration session saving you time.

whiteboarding content with and just as easily take back control. 

Participants can also showcase their own work to the room.

                  iFlipChart

Connect up to 40 iPads, Android tablets or Windows devices wirelessly to a 

Hive collaboration session. Choose a participant to collaborate on digital 

During a collaboration session start a response and send participants 

assessment pre-saved questions, feedback requests or votes. Facilitate 

whole class responses, perfect for engaging students who don’t normally 

speak up. Responses are collated immediately after the response session 

finishes, perfect for you to gauge understanding and potentially tailor the 

rest of the session to cover ‘weak’ areas.

Want a demonstration or more information? 

Contact us at info@discoveribt.com
DISCOVERIBT.COM
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